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Abstract. Although the incubation eﬀect in memory retrieval through mind wandering (MW) is thought to be
an interesting side eﬀect, the mechanism that produces the eﬀect remains to be elucidated. On the other hand,
recently, it has been reported thought that MW occurs in a transient state of a balanced activation between the
default mode network (DMN) and task-positive networks (TPNs). Also, DMN includes cortical regions related
to memory function. To clarify the mechanism of incubation, we constructed a neural network model including
DMN that improves task performance of associative memory after MW. The recurrent divergence in DMN
connections generates distributed spikes reﬂecting daydreaming thoughts when DMN is strongly activated.
If DMN is moderately controlled, however, under the task-relevant constraints from TPNs, the explorative
signals evoked synaptic potentiation between unfamiliar clusters which had been weakly connected. This result
suggests that moderate task-relevance interactions between DMN and TPNs may improve performance of
memory retrieval.
Keywords: mind wandering · incubation · default mode network · associative memory.

1

Introduction

Incubation eﬀect has been referred to as improvement in creative problem solving, as you come up with a solution
that could not be reached. For instance, you may have an ”Aha” moment while taking a bath or cooking. Incubation
in problem-solving is thought to be a positive eﬀect in mind wandering (MW), that evokes exploratory thoughts
unrelated to the current task. Baird et al. proposed that the MW involving a behavioral task with a moderate
eﬀort improved performance in a subsequent task, the Unusual Uses Tasks (UUTs) in which require participants to
generate as many unusual uses as possible for a common object [1]. On the other hand, the MW involving a highly
demanding task or a break (no MW) did not induce an improvement of task performance as the MW with moderate
task eﬀort. However, the neural mechanisms that improve UUT performance when MW is inserted between the
tasks are not well understood yet.
On the other hand, it has been reported that the MW is clearly correlated with the activated default mode
network (DMN) in experiments using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [2][3]. The DMN generally
activates at participants’ rest than their engagement in a task. During concentration on a task, the activity of DMN
is reduced, whereas other task-positive networks (TPNs) which are speciﬁc to the task are activated.
Recently, dynamical transitions of activities between DMN and TPNs in the brain have been reported [4][5][6].
Interestingly, the network transition between DMN and TPNs seems to correspond to mental states [5][6]. The taskrelated and goal-oriented thoughts are dominant while TPNs are activated. Without concentration on the task, the
activation of DMN increases. For example, delusional thoughts are correlated with DMN core regions, i.e. posterior
cingulate cortex (PCC) and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), whereas the creative thoughts are correlated with
DMN sub region, medial temporal lobe (MTL). MTL includes the hippocampus that is closely related to memory
function, and it may also contribute to creative ideas [7]. Therefore, it can be thought that the activation of MTL
in DMN leads to incubation in problem-solving in memory function such as UUT. Assuming that the balance of
activation between DMN and TPNs aﬀects the performance on UUT, the activated MTL during DMN probably
contributes to the incubation.
To clarify the mechanism of network transitions between DMN and TPNs, MW and incubation, synthetic
research by constructing computational models should be important because the target large-scale neural system is
too complicated for experiments. As regards the transition of large-scale brain activity including DMN and TPNs,
multistability by Hopﬁeld model attractors [8] and dynamic transitions based on extended hidden Markov Model
[9] were proposed. In addition, the neural activity through interactions between DMN and salience network was
explained by oscillator model [10]. However, few mathematical models have been proposed to explain the relation
between the transition of networks and memory functions such as MW. Although a theoretical concept model that
discusses creative thoughts by explicit-implicit interactions was suggested [11], it is still abstract to approach the
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mechanism. The purpose of this research is to simulate the incubation eﬀects in problem-solving by structuring a
neural network model including DMN and associative memory to clarify whether our hypothesis described in the
previous paragraph can actually work as a neural mechanism.

2
2.1

A Neural Network Model
Neuron Model

To realize neural dynamics in a simple manner, we adopted the Izhikevich neuron model [12]. The membrane potential vi and the membrane recovery variable ui of i neuron follow a two-dimensional system of ordinary diﬀerential
equations as follows:
dvi
(1)
= 0.04vi2 + 5vi + 140–ui + I,
dt
dui
= a(bvi − ui ).
(2)
dt
When vi ≥ 30 mV, vi is reset to c and ui ← ui + d. Here, a, b, c and d are dimensionless parameters which depend
on whether the i neuron is an excitatory or inhibitory neuron. An excitatory neuron is expressed as a = 0.02,
b = 0.2, c = −65.0, and d = 8 (regular spiking neuron), while an inhibitory neuron is expressed as a = 0.1, b = 0.2,
c = −65.0, and d = 2 (fast spiking neuron). Synaptic currents or injected de-currents are supplied via the variable
I, and t is the time. When t = 0, vi = -60 mV and ui = 0.0.
2.2

Network Structure

As shown in Fig.1, our model consisted of 4 layers: DMNCORE , DMNMTL , Associative memory (AM), and Cue
layer. DMN was driven by task-relevant signals from TPNs (i.e. task-relevant constraints) reﬂecting the dynamic
state transition of neural network. We assumed that the stronger task-relevant constraints are, the denser the input
signals are. Owing to the recurrent divergence in DMN connections, distributed spike patterns reﬂecting divergent
thoughts through DMN are expected. On the other hand, memory recall will be generated by the enhancement in
AM layer driven by the inputs from neurons in Cue layer. We assume that MTL also aﬀects this memory system.
The details of them are explained below.
We adopted two layers, DMNCORE and DMNMTL in DMN with divergent and recurrent connections to implement divergent thoughts. For simplicity, each layer was assumed to be composed of ﬁve clusters recalling memories
related to a task, and each cluster consisted of 100 neurons. Within the cluster, the rate of synaptic connections
was assumed to be 12% in the computer simulations. The connections from DMNMTL to DMNCORE had 13% divergent recurrent connections and various delays (0.2–20 ms) for every cluster, which will generate more unexpected
thoughts. Whereas, the synaptic projections from DMNCORE layer to DMNMTL layer were almost one-to-one (60%
project to target clusters, the rests were to the other clusters with half synaptic weights), which will promote
task-relevant association and result in stable transmission.
The AM layer was assumed to contain 500 neurons, ﬁve clusters (each cluster had 100 neurons), and 80% were
excitatory and the rest were inhibitory neurons. Within the cluster, the rate of synaptic connections was assumed
to be 15%. Also, within AM layer, there were mutual excitatory and inhibitory connections between clusters. Each
cluster represents the concept of usage of an object, which corresponds to a potential answer in UUT. Because
the MTL including the hippocampus contributes to free association by eliciting episodic memories [7], they had
one-to-one synaptic connections (100% project to target clusters) with DMNMTL layer.
The Cue layer corresponded to a question of UUT, providing a cue to the memories in AM layer. One cluster
included 100 neurons, and 80% were excitatory and the rest were inhibitory neurons. Within the cluster, the rate of
synaptic connections was assumed to be 12%. The cue information was transferred to the AM layer. The synaptic
weights from the cue layer were assumed to be diﬀerent from every cluster, because the degree of connectivity
depended on the relevance to the cue. The larger the synaptic weight is, the easier to be recalled. However, for
simplicity, the Cue layer contained only one cluster because all cues were assumed to be the same in the computer
simulations.
2.3

Methods of Computer Simulations

The simulations consisted of three phases as follows: (p-1) 1st UUT phase, (p-2) MW phase, and (p-3) 2nd UUT
phase. In each phase, the simulation conditions are explained below.
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Fig. 1. Network structure. The ﬁlled circles and the triangles indicate excitatory and inhibitory neurons, respectively.
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During (p-1) 1st UUT phase, the Poisson trains with mean ISI = 5 ms were provided to the Cue layer for T =
1000 ms. This inputs mean the cue signals for the UUT. Although task-relevant constraints may be some during
UUT, it was assumed that the input was limited to the Cue layer without task-relevant constraints for simplicity.
During (p-2) MW phase (T = 4000 ms), there was no input to the Cue layer because UUT is not performed.
Background noises of Poisson trains with mean ISI = 5 ms were provided to the DMN. In addition, the type of
the task-relevant constraints provided to the DMNCORE layer was one of the following 3 conditions: (c-1) dense,
(c-2) moderate and (c-3) sparse task relevance. The number of input clusters and the mean ISI were diﬀerent for
each condition (Table.1). On the other hand, during MW phase, the synaptic weights of excitatory neurons between
Table 1. Three conditions for task-relevant constraints.
Task relevance Number of target clusters in DMN Mean ISI of inputs (ms)
(c-1) Dense
1
1
2
2
(c-2) Moderate
3
3
4
4
(c-3) Sparse
5
5

clusters in AM layer were learned by Spike-timing Dependent Synaptic Plasticity (STDP) [13]. Let tpre and tpost be
pre- and post-synaptic spike time, respectively, and ∆t ≡ tpre − tpost . The change of the synaptic weight by STDP
is represented as follows [14]:
( )

∆t

20
exp
(∆t < 0)

τ+

∆w =

(
)


−20 exp −∆t
τ−

(3)
(∆t > 0),

where the time constants τ+ and τ− are both 100. When spikes were delivered from DMNMTL layer to AM layer,
the synaptic connections between clusters in AM layer were usually potentiated or depressed.
During (p-3) 2nd UUT phase, we provided the same input for T = 1000 ms as during (p-1) 1st UUT phase to
Cue layer, and observed the diﬀerence between them.

3

Results

Fig. 2 shows the raster plots of the AM layer (neuron number 1001–1500) when the cue was given to the Cue layer
during 1st UUT phase. The cluster 1” has the largest synaptic projections from the Cue layer. The more cluster
number is, the less synaptic weights from Cue layer are. Only the cluster 1” and 2” showed spikes because they
receive inputs from the cue through large projections. This result can be interpreted that the memories to be easily
recalled were recalled.
The simulation results in which the task-relevant constraints are one of three conditions, (c-1) dense, (c-2)
moderate or (c-3) sparse, are shown below.
3.1

Dense task-relevance

Fig. 3 shows the raster plots of the DMNCORE (neuron number 1–500), DMNMTL (neuron number 501–1000) and
AM layer (neuron number 1001–1500) when task-relevant constraints driving DMNCORE are dense. The cluster 1
receiving the dense input and the cluster 1’ connected with them strongly showed synchronous spikes. The other
clusters in DMN rarely ﬁred. With regard to AM layer, the cluster connecting with the cluster 1’ showed frequent
spikes, whereas the other clusters rarely ﬁred. This result can be interpreted that the clusters which are directly
related to the task are only activated frequently.
Also, during MW phase, even if STDP is introduced to the synaptic weights of excitatory neurons between
clusters in AM layer, the synaptic weights are not newly learned. This result shows that the interactions between
memories did not occur.
After this MW phase, we provided the same input as during 1st UUT phase to the Cue layer. As a result, the
raster plots in AM layer were similar to those in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Raster plots in AM layer during 1st UUT phase.

Fig. 3. Raster plots in DMN and AM layer during MW.
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Moderate task-relevance

Fig. 4 shows the raster plots of the DMNCORE (neuron number 1–500), DMNMTL (neuron number 501–1000) and
AM layer (neuron number 1001–1500) when task-relevant constraints driving DMNCORE are moderate. The clusters
1–2, 1–3 or 1–4 receiving the moderate input and the clusters 1’–2’, 1’–3’ or 1’–4’ connected with them strongly
showed synchronous spikes. And then the spikes were propagated to other clusters (clusters 3–5, 4–5 or 5) and
clusters 3’–5’, 4’–5’ or 5’. Consequently, almost all clusters in AM layer showed synchronous spikes. This result
suggests that the stored memories can be recalled by means of DMN activities even if the memory clusters do not
receive direct cue signals.

Fig. 4. Raster plots in DMN and AM layer during MW. The input to DMN is limited to cluster 1 to 3 in DMNCORE (top),
cluster 1 to 2 in DMNCORE (bottom, left), and clusters 1 to 4 in DMNCORE (bottom, right).

During the MW phase, almost all the weights of excitatory connections between clusters in AM layer changed,
because of the eﬀect of STDP. Fig.5 shows the temporal change of the sum of the weights of excitatory connections
from cluster 3” to clusters 1”–5” when task-relevant constraints were input to target clusters 1–3. These results
indicate that the divergent and explorative signal propagation, driven by the DMN activation, induced short-term
synaptic potentiation between memory clusters in AM layer.
After this MW phase, the same input as 1st UUT phase was input to the Cue layer. Fig. 6 shows the raster plots
in the AM layer (neuron index 1001–1500) at that time. The clusters 3”–5” which was not activated during 1st
UUT phase ﬁred due to the action propagation from the clusters 1” and 2”. This result implies that MW enables
the memory system to recall items that were not recalled before MW, that can be interpreted as an incubation
eﬀect.
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Fig. 5. Synaptic weights in AM layer during MW in the Moderate condition.

Fig. 6. Raster plots in AM layer during 2nd UUT. The input to DMN is limited to cluster 1 to 3 in DMNCORE (top), cluster
Australian Journal of Intelligent Information Processing Systems
Volume 16, No. 4
1 to 2 in DMNCORE (bottom, left), and clusters 1 to 4 in DMNCORE (bottom, right).
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Sparse task-relevance

Fig. 7 shows the raster plots of the DMNCORE (neuron number 1–500), DMNMTL (neuron number 501–1000) and
AM layer (neuron number 1001–1500) when task-relevant constraints which drive DMNCORE are sparse. The clusters
1–5 did not ﬁre synchronously but showed distributed and sparse spikes. Thus, the spikes were rarely propagated
to the clusters 1’–5’ and 1”–5”. The propagation from DMNCORE to DMNMTL divergently spread, whereas the
activations in DMNMTL rarely increased because both the feedbacks and task-relevant inputs to DMNCORE are
sparse.

Fig. 7. Raster plots in DMN and AM layer during MW.

The synaptic weights in AM layer were not learned during MW phase, because the clusters in AM layer rarely
ﬁred. Therefore, as a result of 2nd UUT phase, the raster plots in AM layer were similar to those in Fig.2.
Fig.8 shows the number of ﬁres in each cluster in AM layer during 1st and 2nd UUT phases. In the case of
moderate task-relevant constraints, the clusters that did not ﬁre during 1st UUT were activated during 2nd UUT.
On the other hand, in the dense and sparse task-relevant constraints, the same clusters similarly ﬁred between
1st UUT and 2nd UUT. The ﬁres in 2nd UUT phase depend on the number of target clusters in DMN (table 1).
These results suggest that the memories which were not recalled during 1st UUT can be recalled during 2nd UUT
due to the appropriate activity level of DMN during MW phase. This can be interpreted as incubation eﬀect in
problem-solving.

4

Discussion

We produced an incubation eﬀect through MW in computer simulations by structuring the neural network model,
in which associative memories are modiﬁed by the DMN with exploratory thoughts through divergent connections.
The results suggest that the incubation is an increase of performance in memory task due to the divergent thoughts
driven by the activity transitions between DMN and TPNs. This suggestion agrees with the experimental reports
that the performance depends on the degree of MW or concentration on a task, that must reﬂect the trade-oﬀ
relationship between DMN and TPNs [5].
The moderate task-relevant constraints induced the exploration through the recurrent divergence in DMN connections. The short-term synaptic potentiation evoked incubation eﬀect that memory exploratory capacity improves.
In the case of the dense task-relevant constraints, the selected clusters showed synchronous spikes because there
are only a few eﬀects of the recurrent divergence in DMN connections. Therefore, the activations in AM layer were
Volume 16, No. 4
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Fig. 8. Firing rate of each cluster in AM layer in 1st UUT phase and in 2nd UUT phase for diﬀerent number of input(s).

limited. On the other hand, under the less controlled condition, divergent activations in DMN occurred. This may
be correspondent to daydreaming when events are irregularly.
The direct reason why the DMN activation is suppressed under the sparse condition is because DMNCORE
neurons did not receive enough inputs to evoke a cluster. When a cluster activity is evoked with enough synaptic
inputs, synchronous spikes occur and they will be easily transmitted to the other layer. We designed such double
thresholds for a neuron and a cluster using a dynamical model to realize distributed spikes of individual neurons
and synchrony by a cluster. If simple integrate-and-ﬁre models were used, bursts for a long period instead of a
transient synchrony would be observed. The dynamics in neurons and clusters underlie the spike patterns in the
computer simulations.
Although we have proposed a basic neural framework for the incubation function, more computer simulations
and analyses and needed for the details of conditions for the incubation eﬀect, for example, the task-relevant
constraints. Furthermore, the construction of an integrated system of TPNs, DMN, and related networks with
transition dynamics is one of our future problems.
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